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communicate smarter, interact better

4 reasons to choose a hosted
telephony platform
Hosted Telephony is a complete communications service for business that provides an extensive range of fixed and mobile telephony capabilities, via an easy-to-use web portal. The
service allows easy management of your telephony, whilst enabling employees to maximise
their productivity.

Why move to a hosted solution?
Control
Dynamic, out of office based workforces demand a greater flexibility and with enhanced call management, calls can be set to
mobile, desk or both. Missed a call? No problem, all voicemail can
be centralised.

Cost
With no capital outlay, free internal calls and all maintenance
costs built-in to your monthly subscription costs, costs can be significantly reduced.
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Scalability
You get great flexibility and scalability. If you want
to open a new branch office, for instance, a phone
system can be operational at the new site within
minutes.

Security
A good hosted telephony platform will be run on it’s own network
and as such will separate voice data and public data. Similarly, it
comes with 24/7 monitoring and support as well as having features
such as authentication codes and pre-set limits on billing for additional peace of mind.

About incovo
incovo is a communications technology integrator of category leading unified communications, infrastructure, integrated network solutions and document management solutions to
small and mid-sized organisations throughout the UK. Our focus is creating dependable, cost
effective business communications solutions for businesses that ensure a variety of methods of
collaboration to meet the ever changing market conditions.
At incovo, we provide fast and effective support to all of our customers through our multichannel support network – allowing our customers to feel the benefits of compelling solutions
that will enable their businesses to grow, tailored to their needs.

contact us today to find out more or to
schedule a demo call 0845 450 8400
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